DEVELOPMENT APPLICATIONS COMMITTEE MEETING
18 April 2017

ATTACHMENTS DISTRIBUTED UNDER SEPARATE COVER

REPORTS BY COUNCIL OFFICERS

Attachment A - Plans

DA2016/01023 - Supplementary Report - 2 Beach Street Newcastle East - Alterations and additions to dwelling

DISTRIBUTED UNDER SEPARATE COVER
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GFA AREA EXCLUDED: CARPARKING TO MEET ANY REQUIREMENTS OF THE CONSENT AUTHORITY (INCLUDING ACCESS TO THAT CARPARKING). 2 CARS FOR BUILDING >125m²

GFA AREA EXCLUDED: ANY AREA FOR COMMON VERTICAL CIRCULATION

GROUND: 43  
FIRST: 85  
SECOND: 71  
TOTAL: 199.0  
FSR: 1.3: 1

PROPOSED GFA CALC S SCALE: 1:100 @A3  
REV DATE ISSUED  
CHECKED VERIFIED
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